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EDITORIAL
Do you know who your student senator is? .

Body· piercing
Getting peTjerated and punctured isn't
for everybody. See story on Features
pageS.

FEATURES

Scott Lmnar reviews "Before Sunrise," and
says 'If you're sman, you'll save your
money.'

SPORTS

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen are on a roll.
With an 84-68 win over Pittsburg St. Saturday night, they are 5-1 in the MlAA.
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Site approved for new U-Center
by Matthew J. Forsythe
edijor-in-chief
Chancellor Blanche Touhill has
placed the cornerstone for the master
plan.
That is the way many members of
the University Center planning committee describe the Chancellor's action
to approve a site and conceptual plans
for the new University Center building.
The planning committee met
Thursday to narrow the plan down to
the best options, and on Friday the
Chancellor viewed, asked questions
and approved the plans.
The Thursday meeting started with
the committee looking at five different
designs for the new building. The
committee quickly narrowed these
plans down by rating how well the
different designs fulfilled the characteristics anew University Center needed
to have.
These characteristics included

centralized location, disabled access,
Compatibility with the master
serviceoccess;studentcirculation,cost plan's topOgraphy was also important
to develop, location to main entrance to the committee.
Deputy to the Chancellor Donald
and companbility to the master plan.
Two designs incorporated these Driemeier said the master plan used the
characteristics better than the rest Af- natural topography to enhance overall
ter more discussion and some design beauty of the campus. The committee
work by the architects, the committee wanted a building which would fit in
came up with one site and one design . with the natural hills and valleys of the
which incorporated the best features of campus which the master plan preserved.
both of the earlier choices.
The future changes in the master
''Using the natural topography was
plan affected many of the decisions very important," Driemeier said. "It
made by tbeplanning committee.
sort of comes with the campus. We
"Ithinkstudentcirculationshould don't want to cover it up. We don't
be rated extraordinarily high," .said want to destroy the natural ridge lines.
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, vice chan- We want to use the valley to add to the
cellor of Student Affairs, during the natural ascetics."
TJ.
In addition to the site being chosen,
Library
meeting.
The committee chose the site with the Chancellor also approved some
Parking Garage 'C'
this in mind. The master plan callsJor conceptual drawings of the building
future. parking areas to flank the new itself.
building to the northeast After parkA1 Oberlander, an architect for R~nalssance Design Group generated this diagram to Illustrate the Intended poSition of the new
ing, students will be drawn into the
p'~1IA 4 University Center. Parking structu re 'D' Is not shown In this diagram. It Is scheduled to be razed befo re
see S,"*e,
II
A:J"construction begins.
building on their way to classes.

Martin Luther King tribute deals with human impact
by Beth Robi nson
associate news editor
The eighth armual observaoceofMartinLuther
King Jr. 's birthday paid tribute to a
who's life
had an impact on many individuals.
The Office of Equal Opportunities sponsored
the activities, which were held in the J .C. Penney
auditoriwn. Approximately 300 people watched
titled "Happy Birthday Dr. King," and
"""";"1\A1 to vimOuS speakers.
The speakers included John Hara, president
.of the Japanese-American League; PeDdy Tiroch,
president of Ballet Latino Americans; Frances
Hoffman, director of the Institute for Womens
and Gender Studies; UM-St Louis Chancellor
Blanche Touhill and Chris Jones, president of the
Student Government Association.
The invocation was delivered by Reverend
Robert K. Mordt, pastor at Nonnandy United
Methodist Church. The first African American
elected to the St Louis County Council, Charles
photo: Jack Crosby
A. Dooley, gave a speech titled" Another Barrier
Charles Dooley, the first Afrlcan American elected to t he St. Louis County Council, Removed."
and Deborah Burris, assistant director of the OffIce of Equal Opponu nltles, cel·
In 1971, Director of the Office of Equal
ebrated the observance of Martin Luther King's birthday, Jan. 16.
Opportunities Nonnan Seay founded the com-

man

mfttee that established the holiday in honor of
Martin Luther King, Jr. in St Louis.
The committee was able to do three things.
One was to establish the holiday to observe
King's birthday. Secondly, Seay and East St
Louis Mayor JamesE. Williams agreed to rename
the Veterans Bridge to the Martin Luther King
Bridge. Finally, the Easton-Franklin Street in St
Louis was renamed Dr. Martin Luther King
Drive, and there is a corresponding street in East
St Louis.
The annual holiday observing King's birthday is a chance for all people to acknowledge his
contributions, according to Seay.
"I am always excited when the day comes
because he meant so much to everyone," Seay
said.
Seay also noted that other countries have
postage stamps and holidays honoring King.
"I have been a victim of discrimination and
segregation, and I participated in the struggle to
remove the laws and practices that made one feel
inferior and as a second class citizen," Seay said.
"I believe in the philosophy of non-violence and

Students charge University for everything
.Identification card sounds like answer to campus freedom
by Amy Pierce
of The Current staff
Just charge it!
This seems to be the saying of the
1990s. It is ~ and convenient to just
hand over a card and be able to pay
later.
UM-St Louis has started a new
service for students and faculty members called the Debit Card system.
"The Debit Card system allows
students to charge food, books and
other materials to their account," saId
Bob Schmalfeld, director of Univer~
sity Center.

A student identification card and a
copy of your winter semester course
schedule are needed to charge items at
the bookstore.
''Books and other supplies are added
to your tuition when you charge from
the bookstore," said Gloria Schultz,
director of the University Bookstore.
Currently ,bookstore workers have
to do the crediting manuaIly. Schultz
expects the system to be on-line by
February and then computers will credit
the merchandise.
Schultz said students will not be
affected by the change.
"Students really seem to like the

new system," Schultz said, "Especially
when they have outstanding loans and
do not have to pay their account balance until their student loan checks
come in."
Another application of the Debit
Card system allows Residence Hall
tenants to charge food in the Underground Cafeteria.
"TIus makes it really easy now for
students from Residence Hall, who do
not have to carry cash with them,"
Schmalfeld said.
In the near fun.rre, the identification
cards v.ill offer even more opportun.i.-

see King, page 4

Chancellor ·
reports
to Senate
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
played the role of a reporter at the
first UM-St Louis Senate meeting of the winter semester Tuesday in the J.C. Penney Building.
Touh ill capsulized the
University's plaris to construct a
lO-building apartment complex,
which she announced Jan. 11 at
Residence Hall. Century Development plans to break ground on
the complex, which will house
480 students on the South Campus, at the end of January.
"It' s been something we've
been working on for three years,
and something we've been

see Senate, page 4

Cut it out

ties to UM-St Louis faculty, staff and
students. Students will be allowed to
enter locked buildings with their identification card, and Residence Hall
tenants will be able to enter their
apartments with the card.
The cards willcal.so be scanned in
the computer labs and in the Mark
Twain Building to assure that students
and faculty members are eligible to use
the facilities. These features will be
available when the hardware is installed.
"I suspect thesechanges to be made
by the fall of 1995 at the latest,"
Schrnalfeid said.

Board expected to approve federal grant
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor
The University of Missouri Board of Curators is
expected to approve a $10 million federal grant
when it meets Friday at UM-St Louis ..The grant
will allow the University to begin construction on
the Center for Molecular Electronics.
The federal government authorized a contract
withHenty Construction Co. Inc. to begin construction on the building if the plans are approved by the
Board. The building will cost approximately $7
million and the remaining funds will be used to
purchase equipment
Bernard Feldman, Chairperson of Physics and
Astronomy, is the point man of the project He
expects the building to be completed 18 months after
Henty breaks ground in March. .
"Before we could build, we needed environ-

mental assessments that had to go through three sets
of governmental lawyers," Feldman said. ''That's
why the project was delayed two years. One stipula- .
cion.the govenunentrnade was that the project had to
be environmentally approved."
The new facility will be a three-story, 27,800
ground square feet (gsf) addition to the north end of
the west wing of Benton Hall in the Science Complex. Approximately 800 gsf of Benton Hall will be
remodeled to accommodate internal connections with
the addition. A boiler, chiller and cooling tower will
serve Benton Hall and the new center.
The building will make room for offices and
research facilities for 12 faculty and staff members
associated with the Center for Molecular Electronics. Dan Leopold and Ian Brown are two scientists
currently researching at UM-St Louis, but who
originally worked at McDonnell Douglass. The two
are working for UM-SL Louis and Washington

University and will move their laboratories into the
new building.
"The building will house two of our scientists
that are receiving half of their salary from UM-St
Louis and half from Washington University,"
Feldman said. "I think it's significant because of the
cooperation between the two campuses and
McDonnell Douglass."
Feldman said the two campuses will also pmchase the equipment needed for research laboratories.
"It will probably be announced that we will
purchase the equipment Leopold and Brown used at
McDonnell Douglass," Feldman said. "That deal is
almost completed."
The grant was awarded to the U Diversity thiough
federal legislation sponsored by U.S.Representative

see Building, page 4

photo : Monica Senecal

Todd Appel, a Music major, cuts out a piece offelt material fo r the
Ne wman House 1995 Retreat banner.
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~DV E RTI SE IN THE CURRENT!
itudent. and faculty can advertise
:)r freeln theclasslfledsectlonevery
teek. Off-campus rates ara $8.00
orty words or I.... Send all ads to
lie Current-Attn:Julle,7940 Natural
Irldge Road, 631 21 or call 516-5175.

HELP WANTED
Part Time , employee wanted for
local bar and grill near UMSL. No
experience needed, will train. Day
and night, weekday and weekend
hours available as bartender/
waitress. 521-5309 after 3:00 p.m.

%e Womens Center Presents

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

ALASKA Summer EmploymentStudents Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn upto $3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room and Board ITransportation ! Male
or Female. No experience neC9Ssary.
Call (206)545-4155 ex1. AS7461.
Sports-Minded? Looking for 2-3 team
players to help with expansion in the
St Louis area PTIFT available. Will
train. Call 576-4948.

Bass GuRar W/Amp, Peavey T-40
bass guitar with case, huge fender
bassman 120 amp. Both excellent
condition. All for $550, OBO. Call Bob ,
at 839-3185.

FEMALE GRAD student seeking a
roomate to share 2 bedroom
apartment. In Maryland Heights, 1/2
mile from 1-270 and Dorsett Road. 10
minutes from UMSL $230/month. Call
469-6211 .

From Conflict To Caring

FOA SALE

Doug Strauss from Counseling Services will discuss
effective problem solving within re1ationships.

DOOM CD-ROM FOR SALE! 350
Megabytes of Missions, Add-Ons,
Graphix and Sound for Doom and
Doom II! This is the beat up to date
Doom Add·On disk anywhere I Call
487-5099 for order informationl

Wednesday, January 25th 1:00-2:00 p.rn.
211 Clarlc Hall Ext 5380

1986 TOYOTA MR2. $500. Needs
engine work. Leave a message at
516·6269.
SEGA GENESIS with 9 games and
8-bit adapter. Call with offer. Dirk,
645-5331.
KING SIZE WATERBED, black and
gold mirrored headboard, 4 drawers,
$450. Call 770-0940.
Schwinn Tempo 125, Peugot
Cadre $100. Kelty child carrier $75.
Call 961-0097.

SERVICES

SERVICES
INTERNAnONAL STUDENTSVISITORS

Aspiring Physician's Resource
Prepare for final hurdle - med.
5ch!. interview : one-on-one,
individualized preparation by
an MD with proven applicant
success. Interview is your
single opPortunity to prove
you should be selected over
other qualified applicants.

DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S.
APR: (708) 798-4480
Immigration. Legal Services, Tel. (818)
882-9681; (818) 998-4425 . 20231
Stagg St., Canoga Park, CALlF91306. NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP?
Monday-Sunday:10 a.m.·10 p.m. Papers, resumes, you name it. Options include editing, consulting , rush/
Applications close Feb. 19, 1995.
weekend service. Some foreign language typing. Reasonable rates for
great service. Call 644·5642.

If Yo.u Have The Time,
We Have The

MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381-9622

$ MO EY$

PERSONALS

1995-96 Free Application for Federal
Student Aid
1995-96 General Scholarship Applications :
(Deadline March 31, 1995)
Summer 1995 Loan Applications
(Deadline April 28, 1995)

If you are a healthy male
You can eam hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain
FDA approval. For years Gateway Medical Research, Inc .. has
been conducting research for pharmaceutical companies, and
thousands of people have participated. Currently we are involved
in a numberof studies to help determine the equivalency of generic
drugs to their name brand counterparts. Our studies usually pay
$300 to $1 000, depending on complexity. If yQu meet the following
profile you may qualify for one of our studies: Age 18-45, nonsmoker, must not be on medications ortaking any drugs, no history
of serious disease or medical problems, and be of normal height to
weight ratio .

Tothe stranger who found my wallet
and turned It In to the registrar's
officeThanks a million!
-LInda
Friendly job hunterYou should have hung out with ma
until the office opened onFrl. Much
more fun than going home!
-Fellow job seeker, Woods Hall

FYI: Financial Aid,.Infonnation is now available on
"GOPHER"

-

--_ .

:Pre

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

O

- -I

l1allt?

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential

To find out how you can help and how easy It can be to
earn $$$, call 946-2110 anytime.

Gateway Medical Research, Inc.
116 N. Main Street
5 t. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 946-2110

PRE-MEDS Call APR

I

After Hours Call: 1-800-550-4900

We Care

Part-Time Tener Positions Available

A.S.A.P. *
Banli

,

~,

Call ,

383-5555

SGA ANNOUNCEMENTS
Upcoming SGA Meetings:
Jan. 24
Feb. 7 '

o

*ADMISSIONS S TUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAM

Mar. 14
Apr. 11
Meetings are held in Room 78 of
the JC Penney Building at 2 p.m.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
• Pffi PERSON 1lEJ'{N00NG ONOESTINATION I BREAK OAns I lENGTlI Of STAY,

ff;$OO~SIlNCIi4S!E
l'OU Jl1E* DlI'OJ1W4T1ON. 8. l1!E'Sm4TJ01i1.S

The UM-St LouisAdmissions Office is loo~g for volunteers to participate
in a new program designed to provide opportunities for students to assist in
recruitment activities both on campus and off campus.

Qualifications:
-Must have an overall UM-St. Louis G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
-Must have completed at least 15 semester hours at UM-St. Louis
-Must provide 2 letters of recommendation from faculty, staff, or other
professionals

Benefits:

How Do "

You Feel

About Tuition

Increases?

-Quality and practical work experience in a professional setting
-Develop oral presentation, marketing, and leadership skills
,
-Letters of recommendation for employment/graduate/professional school
-Possible part-time/full-time Summer Admissions Office work experience

Students wishing to voice their opinion
concerning possible tuition increases
should attend one ofthe Curators meetings
on Jan. 26 and 27. It's your money. Howdo
you want it spent?

FOR AN APPLICATION PLEASE CONTACT THE
ADMISSIONS OFFICE AT 5455 OR STOP BY ROOM 101
WOODS HALL TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION.
DEADliNE FOR APPliCAIIONS IS JANUARY 27TH!

Call the SGA office at
516-5105 to get times and·
location of meetings _

•

, Prlattd III T_ C4IIorIIblue & Yellow)

Heavyweight white 50% cotton, 50% poly_
Send name, size and address
along with cash, check or money order
for $16 (add $1 for XXL) to:

D&M ADVERTISING AND DESIGN

, .)

. 410 N. 4th ST., ST. LOUIS MO 63102
We are the only mall order distributor. .

.,
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Senators n eed to
work for constituents .
by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief

The UM Board of Curators are
coming to town Thursday and Friday.
The Boani plans to vote on many
things that will affect the future of the
University of Missouri-St Louis.
That means this
meeting could affect your
future too.
It is unfortunate that
many students don 't understand the connection
between campus politics
and campus policy. Politics develop the policy.
So that when some kind
of new policy is implemented by the
University there is a good chance it was
discussed for months or even years
before being enacted in committee.
Now many students might shrug
their shoulders at the political process
on campus. I'm sure many student are
tired of being hit over the head with the
slogan "get involved." It is an important thing to be informed and be part of
the political process, but not every student has enough of the most precious
of all commodities, time.
That is why we have elected other
students to iive us a hand with the
politicalprocess.Wehaveelectedthem
to represent us and to keep us informed
about what is happening on campus.
That is why students may want to
look at ways certain elected student
officials are OjXrating and make some
improvements. These improvements
could go a long way toward making
UM-St. Louis a campus with students
who know what is happening in their
governing
, bodies.
This idea was sparked when r was
speaking with Steve Lehmkuhle,
chairman of the UM-St Louis Senate,
_ _~'"" r o,"
_. blems with the student_~:.
tors.

The senators are 25. students on
campus w ho have voting rights in the
UM-St Louis Senate. They are elected
for a year and are apportioned to the
different schools and colleges according to the student enrollment in those
particular schools and colleges. These
25 students represent the student txxiy
at the Senate meetings. They have the
power to start legislation and vote at the
Senate meetings.
Lehmkuhle pointed out that many
of the student senators do not attend the
Senate meetings. He said part of the

~.
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problem was related to the fact that the
Senators did not have to report back to
a constituency. Lehmkuhle said things
might improve if student senators felta
responsibility to a certain group of students. He suggested that student senators represent student groups.
Lehmkuhle's idea is sound, and
needs to be implemented in some fashc
ion. Student senators
should be motivated by
some sense of responsibility and some action should be taken to
strengthen the connection between the senators and the students.
I interviewed one of the student
senators. The senator, who I will call
Mr. X, admitted that he had only been
to two Senate meetings for his entire
term. Mr. X is a highly involved student on campus, despite this he said his
poor attendance record to Senate
meetings was justified. Mr. X stated
that he though the Senate meetings
were boring and that little if anything
said pertained to what UM-St Louis
students needed to know.
I've been to my share of Senate
meetings and I would have to disagree
with Mr. X.In one way he is right Most
of what is said does not pertain to an
average student, butl wouldn't say that
for all of the meetings. Some of the
monthly meetings include pertinent
facts for students and more importantly
. student leaders.
The senators shouldn't just be using their jobs as resume stoffers. They
have a responSIbility to represent the
student bOOy and they should take it
seriously. Also students should know
what a senator does and be able to
contact a senator and ask for information about the political process on cam_ P\ls or communicate a COncern about
that process.
Those student leaders, like the
senators themselves, have to act in
accordance with the responsibility
given their positions. The only way
that they will do this is if we make them
responsible by making their bond to
the students stronger. This is fixing the
system so that the senators get in line
and do their job. The responsibility is
the key.
The only time government works
is when the people represented create
systems that hold those in power responsible.
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sible to
the average studen t
through
Internet,
there
would be

by Clint ZWelf~1
managing editor
Computers might be part of the
solution to strengthen a weak UM-St
Louis StudentGovemmentAssociation
(SGA).
The World Wide Web \WWW), a
computer program that helps users organize and publish information on the
Internet computer network, could give
students the opportunity for student
government involvement
UM-St Louis' SGA has the technology to make a .collection of text,
images and pictures about the organization itself and events it is promoting
on the Internet Meetings and upcoming legislation could easily be outlined
on the network.
Currently, SGA does not have the
perception of being easily accessible
by the average student This could
change though. By making student
government information easily acces-

€A~N Ell rf ,

moreop-

portunity to recruit students who might not
have ever-considered becoming part of
extracurricular activities at the Urllversity.
SGA has a real chance to marlcet
itself and the University as a whole by
using Internet The barrier between
student in volvernentandapathy is education. With the communicative power
provided by the Internet, students can
easily learn about SGA if infonnation
is made available.
SGA should take a serious look at
this. They are missing a market of
students who might otherwise remain

untouched by a campus studentorganization. SGA needs to take the responsibility of making their presentation to
the student lxxly and educating them
about the rewards of being involved.
Secondly, SGA could use Internet
to better inform those who already
participate. Legislation to be voted on
at up::;oming meetings could be spelled
out on the computer. SGA representatives could make their opinions on issues easily accessible to the student
body. A busy representative could even
carry on political dialogue prior to the
meetings using electronic mail.
Education for those already involved is important Few representatives take it upon themselves to introduce legislation, something each of
them have the power to do.
This type of interoction is important between representatives. Iteducates
them, helping them form opinions on
issues affecting the student body.
Most importantly, the idea works.

UM-Rolla Student Council President
Andrew Sears built a student govemmentheadquarters on the Internet Sioce
its beginning last August, nearly 100
student governments from six countries have established themselves on
the Internet headquarters.
Sears said the network has been
invaluable. When revising their campus' student government constitution,
Sears was able to look at examples of
10 constitutions from other campuses
on the network.
He said UM-Rolla's page holds
minutes of all Student Council meetings, reports, electronic mail addresses
and forms where students can send
complaints or suggestions. Sears also
said upcoming legislation is debated
on the network.
Sears said he expects the student
government headquarter to continue
growing at a rapid pace.
Let's hope UM-St Louis' student
government helps in achieving his goal.

Positions open

We want your
input!

The Current is looking for students to fill the following positions:
-Editorial cartoonist
•Associate news editor
-Associate features editor
-Copy editor
-News, Features and Sports reporters
For more information on the above positions call Matt Forsythe at 516-5183 or
Clint Zweifel at 516-6810.

Student input is integral to
the success of this newspaper. We wuierstand not everyone is interested in joining the staff, but Letters to
the Editor provide a way to
express your viewpoinr to
the campus community.

Be pari of an organization that makes a real difference.

.\ddress all correspondence to : TIlL' (""rrellt
SOUl :\:.ltural Bridge Road· St. LOllis, :\t10. h31:!.1
Business and Advertising 131-1) 51b-5175, Newsroom .'I\ld Editorial (3U) 51 h-51 i-l or f.n.I3I.J) 51h-h811

Tricia Bmucksick
Dole Othmann
Judith Linville

N~\'"

Computer technology could bring SGA to students

.

Michael O'Brian

O\Jf sta.Ndl

Or).,

Election for editor

The student voice
ofUM-St. Louis

Marty Johnson
]uUeBaIl

wAs

'101)

Y

For purpoSes o/verification, all letters to the editor must bear the writer's
handwritten signatuTe, address, student identification munber and Iwme or
work telephone number. I/requested, all effons will be made to maintain the
writer's anonymity.

Michael J. Urness

1-+

f lJ~ the f'.

1----.:....-----\
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Follow these instructions to subDibe to The Current's public bulletin board.
First, log on to CMS on the University's computer network. This can be
accessed through Internet
Next, mail to listserve@umslwna.wn.sl.edu. In the body of your note, type
sub current and then your full name.
After you have subscribed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board, mail
to current@umslvma.wnsl.eciu.
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to
current@wn.slvma.wnsl.edu.

Editor-in-chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
..Assodate Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Production Manager
Editorial Cartoonist
Business Director
Advertising Director
Associate Advertising Director
Circulation ,
Staff Adviser

t-o

~up

/

6)Ni:;

etVjoy ,/ovr \' $fY"Iilty rAcE"
AKD 'ScrAfCh ",' SN iFP ' ~1'1 c..\<E('

ela1ronic Inail cont«:lt1

Matthew J. Forsythe
Clint Zweifel
Jeremy Rutherford
Beth Robinson
Scott Lamar
Rob Goedeker
Ken Dunkin
Mo,.Jca Senecal

"'5:

r------------ .-----.---------------.----.-----~-'. '.~~ --------\

The Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rlUeS are
available upon request by contacting
The Currents' advertising office (314)
553-5316. Space reservatUms for
advertisements mllSt be received by 5
p.m. the Wednesday prior to publica-

tion.
The Current,finanwI in part by student activity fus, is not an official
publication of UM-St. Louis. The University is not responsiblefor The Cu rren t's
content or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the edilVriai staff.
Articles labeled ·commentary" or "column" are the opinion of the individual
writer.
AU material contained in this issue is
the property of The Current, and cannot
be reproduced or reprinted without the
expressed written consent ofTheCurrent.

Have you ever been mad
at the editor of The Current?
Did you ever want to kick
him out of office?
Well here is your chance.
The Current is starting the
search for a new editor. The
editor will be elected and take
office at the end of this semester.
Students interested should
send a resume, three letters
of recommendation and
cover letter to The Current
(attention: Matt Forsythe
7940 Natural Bridge Rd. St
Louis Mo. 63121.)
Applications are due by

Feb. 4, 1995.

The position is full time
and paid. Applicants must be
students at UM-St. Louis
taking at least three hours.
Students applying must be
attending classes through
Wmter semester 1996.
This position calls for a
person who is ready to manage all aspects of a weekly
newspaper's production.
Previous experience in copy
editing, features/news/sports
writing and basic business
administration is a plus, butis
not required.

For more information
call Matt at 516-5183.

Letter to the editor

policy
The Current welcomes
letters to the editor. Lett£rs
should be kepi brief. The use
of any material is at the
editors discretion.
Etlitingmay be necessary
for space and clarity. Ideas
will not be altered, but the
editor win avoid obscenity,
libel and invasions of privacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion ofThe
CUTTent.
For purposes of verificalion, aU letters must bear the
writer's handwritten signature, address, student identification number and home
or work telephone number.
If requested, aJ1 efforts will
be made to maintain the
writer's anonymity.
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Senate from page 1

King from page 1

vorlcing hard on for the last year and a
Ialf," Touhill said.
In the Chancellor's presentation,
he updated the Senate on the changes
nvolving the University of Missouri
~oard of ClD'atOrs. The tenns of three
,f the Curators have expired, and
vfalaika Home, a graduate ofUM-St
.ouis, was appointed to the Board in

August Soon, four members of the
nine-member Board will be new.
The Curators will meet at UM-St
Louis Jan. 26-27 to discuss the possibility of increasing student tuition.
Touhill also noted the Board will
have anew presidentand vice president
Adam Fischer, Jastyear' s vicepresident,
has been promoted to president and

will succeedJames McHugh. Fred Hall

was named to the position ofvicepresident
"The Board's makeup has changed
drastically," Touhill said.

School of Education, made a motion
that the Senate include in its minutes a
tribute to recently passed away Dean of
Education Rickey George. The Senate
will send an engraved plaque with the
tribute to the George family.

The Chancellor's Medallion was
presented to Peter Raven, director of Building from page 1
the Missouri Botanical Garden. A
dinner celebrating the award was held William Clay.
Jan. 12.
The goals of the Center are to beThe medallion is the highest honor come a front runner in the field of
UANI1JM TECHNOLOGIES
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D
the University can bestow and was molecular electronics and to assist in
awarded to Raven because of his ser- the development of high technology
Unsurpassed Expertise
vice to the community. Raven was also products by St Louis area corporainstrumental in establishing the Inter- tions.
& Preventive Maintenance
national Center for Tropical Ecology.
"One thing we are trying to do is
Responsive to Your Needs
The eventraised$2,SOO for students create a mass of scientists in this area, "
at the Center, which represents one of Feldman sru(["It encourages cooperathe largest pools of tropical biologists tion and brings not only quantitative,
Post Wl:\rranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
in the country.
but qualitative, dramatic improvement
Warranty Center: Canon
Tom Schnell, associate dean of the to both universities."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- .

Q

Laser Printer Repair
349-6600

The Hispanic-Latino Ass o cia tion (HI SLA) &
The Spanish Club
Invite you to join us fo r:

ovcrcoming the challenges that face
people."
Seay served as coordinator for the
march that was held in St Louis for the
holiday. He said the Ku Klux Klan had
about 15 rnembersdemonstratinginSt

Louis, trying to persuade people not to
participate in the holiday festivities.
''Their demonstration was notnear
the thousands of people who participated in the march to rerognize the
holiday," Seay said.

Site from page 1
Renaissance Design Group, said the
intention was to make the new University Center have all of the openness of
a modern mall.
'This came out when students in
the focus groups.were telling us what
they didn't like about the present structure," Oberlander said. "One of the
students suggested the new center
should be more like a mall. It is a
concept that has been demonstrated
very successfully around the country in
other student centers."
With
this ina three-story
mind the architects
came
up with
building
with a skylight in the center. They also
planned in a stairway that is open to all
three stories. The building is planned
on the slope alongside parking lot "E,'
so that the stairways will bring the

"Un encuentro con fa c ultura hispana"

students down in cascades into the new
food service area, which will occupy
the last floor and include an outside
dining area.
The committee also talked about
trying to make the main walls of all
three floors glass (much like the front
of the Thoma~ Jefferson Library) so
that students could see the scenic views
planned for the valley next to the building.
The next step in the process will be
a student referendum, or student vote,
on the issue. The administration is
presently forming a student committee
that will inform the students about the
building and encourage them to vote
on the issue.
The administration hopes to have
the referendum on April 26 , Mirtbday.

Your Great Feats
Got You Here!

Friday, J an ua ry 27, 6:30 pm at
The Alum n i Ho use
7956 Natural Bridge Road
Across from the UMSL Camp us
Featu ri n g: Susan Montalvo
Political Sc ience J Po lit ical Economy
Washington University
Speaking on C ali f ornia P roposition 187

~

There will be a rece pti ~n following, ~ ' ... :-.
Coffee and desserts Wi ll be served.
. .... .

..

,~-

k'ot··~ Parking at Norma n dy U nit ed Methodist Church

(Across from the Alumn i house)

Register now ...

For more information , call Davi d Friedrichs 397-5829 (Eve 's ) •

308 Woods H all
516-5111

TUITION · STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS · PARKING TICKETS

Use The Drop Box At The Cashier's Office
To use the box, simply place your check or credit card number and
expiration date (no cash please) along with your student number and
explanation of payment in the envelopes provided and drop them in the box.
Box may be used to make any type of payment including tuition, student
'loan payments and parking tickets.

Box is accessible:
Monday-Thursday 7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Friday 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Master Card • Visa • Discover

.,

..
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by Don Barnes ·

columnist

Just a Thought

Human hole-punchers
For some, earrings are for more than just ears

Takin'
theTrain

by Scott Lamar
features editor
Getting punctured and perforated

It'sWednesday,Jan.18,around
9 p.m. as I sit down to write this
weeks column. Tomorrow at this
time I will be bound for Albllquerque; N M. to participate in a workshop at the university there with a
group called the lords of language.
lam going toperfonn for them with
some of the wrilers from UtMag.
The rest of the group is flying
out Friday afternoon, but I decided
to take the train, so I have to leave
Thursday afternoon.
Now you may be wondering, as
some of my colleagues were, ifI am
afraid to fly. The answer is no. I'm
no Freddy frequent flyer miles, but
I've been in the air a few times.
Why the train then? Because I
w~ted to and I love to ride the train.
Ihave very fond memories of
my experiences with train travel. I
lived in central Gennany for three
years backin the late 80's and early
90's, and during that time I never
owned a car. Whenever I wanted to
get to something in another towna fest, a club, a concert-I would
take the train.
I really missed that when I got
back to St Louis. I enjoyed having
a car again, butIdon'tfeel the same
way about driving a car as I do
about riding a train, and to be quite
honest, I prefer traveling any distance by train to driving hands down.
For one, you don't have toknow
how to get there. You just have to
know how to get to the train station.
That was easy in Germany. If it
wasn't in the center of the town
there were plenty of signs telling
youwhereitwas. I spent25 minutes
driving around the same block
looking for the downtown St Louis
station today.
For future reference, it's behind
the parking lot where 16th street
dead ends 3 blocks south of Market
You never have to worry about
missing your exit on a train. I may
be telling too much here, butlean't
COWlt the times I've been cruisin'
down 70, daydreaming or listening
to a song or whatever, when I suddenly realize that I'm driving past
my exit On the train, you pull up,
maybe they tell you where you are,

maybe they don't, you read the sign
outside your window, the train stops
and you get off. No problem.
Unless you're asleep. That could
pose a problem. That happened to
me a couple of times. Taking that
midnight train home from Frankfurt
once or twice on a Satunlay night,
that cool night air blowing in from
the windoW, the car rocking and
swaying with the tracks, all stretched
out on the seats. Aw well, sleep, and
other things, happen.
There are a couple of other benefits that train travel offers me in
particular that may not apply to
everyone. I like to watch the scenery, view the landscape, sometimes
stare into nothing and just let the
vibrations of motion rock me senseless. lean 'tdo that in a car, ora plane
for that matter. In a car you have to
be paying attention to the road and
your gauges and other drivers and
the whole thing is very consuming.
And what can you see from a plane?
Nothing, that's what Aerial views
of rivers and cities, which is cool.
But that's only during take off and
landing. That's why they give you a
movie, because there's nothing to
look at.
Besides being a landscape freak,
1'm also a chronic people watcher. I
can't get enough. Unlike a bus or a
plane, a train is a string of compartments that I can move throughout
It 's kind ofa double dose of mobility.
I can sit wherever I want for as long
as I wan 1, eavesdropping, or may be
just observing. GodI'msick! And if
I find myself sitting next toa terrorist
(take this train to Cuba!) or Reverend Jim from ''Taxi'' or some kids
with no home training, I can just
make tracks to another car.
I really don't know what to expeet though. I've never ridden
Amtrak and I've never spent 24
hours on a train. I doubt that I'll
have any trouble passing the time
(heh heh heh) , and, barring a derailment, I suspect it will be a pretty
comfortable journey.
One way or another, rUlet you
know a little next time.
Until then, take it easy-and if
it's easy, take it twice.

is definitely not for everyone.
Over the past few years, body
piercing has emerged as something
lasting longer than a fad, but not popular enough to go mainstream among
high school and college students.
At first, having a nose ring
was considered bizarre, socially unacceptable and a sight that would draw
stares and some snickering.
Then the trend grew to pierced lips,
navels, nipples, eyebrows and tongues.
Currently. young adults are getting
pierced in every part of the body outside of the eyeballs.
. Although it is considered disgusting and painful to look at by many,
those who have had their body pierced
in some of the unorthodox places mentioned above say having the skin pierced
gives them a charge.
A UM-St Louis student, who will
be referred to only as Renee, has multiple piercings on her body. She is
pierced in her nose, navel, each nipple,
tongue, clitoris and twice in her labia.
Like many people, Renee said she
got her piercings for varying reasons.
"I think: it' s an endorphin rush more
than anything. Others do it for the
attention," she said. "I received the
nose ring to balance a tattoo on my
ankle. I got my tongue pierced for
shock value and great oral sex. Plus,
it's fun to play with."
Lloyd Songer, a professionallxxly
piercer at Nieja Bend on Delmar in
University City, said that much like
getting a tattoo, lxxIy piercing is addictive.
"Once you get one, you can't stop
there. You want more." Songer said.
"Also, it's a good release. It's not destructive to the skin. lfthe holes are left
open, after a period of a couple of days ,
they will close without leavingpermanent damage."
Others have deeper reasons for
having the procedure.
"Now that I have them, I feel
whole," Renee said.
The response people get with nose
rings, lip rings, etc. varies from shock
to envy.
"People freak out like I have the
Black Plague," Renee said.
Renee said that she doesn't think:
people have the right to tell her how she
should or should not look.
"If you don 'tlike it, then don't look
at it," she said. "If you saw me walking

photo : Monica Seneca

UM-St. Louis student Renee opens up and shows off the silver barbell running through her tongue,
Renee, along with many other people, are having their body pierced In several strange locations
Including her nose, navel and nipples.
on campus, you'd never know that I
had all of my piercings. They can all be
covered up."
Huisinga, an employee at Nieja
Bend said on a recent trip to Jamaica,
older people couldn't believe that she

If got

my tongue pierced for shock
value and great oral sex. Plus it's fun to play
with. '
-Renee, an UM-St. Louis student who
has her body pierced in eight areas.
had a ring in her eyebrow.
''People on the street would see it
and say 'Oh my God'." she said.
"YoWlger generations would come up
to me and say 'I'd like to do that' ."
The fact that they can be easily
covered up or taken out permanently
wi thout a scar is an added attraction to
body piercing, unlike a tattoo.
Songer said the procedure for most
piercings lasts about 1 minute.
"Everything is sterilized in an autoclave (a container that sterilizes by
super heated steam) first" Songer said.
''Then the entrance and exit is marked
with a pen and held in place with for-

'Before Sunrise' drags on
like a disastrous blind date
by Scott Lamar
features editor
"Before Sunrise" is a movie that

and Celine feeling ~h other out with
long, slow boring chit-chat followed
by goo-goo, mushy puppy love that'll
make you gag.

Vienna. Everything seems awkward.
The conversation, the first kiss and the
idea that Celine would take off through
Europe with a total stranger.

asks the question, "Can the greatest

romance of your life last only one
night"?
It's a good question. This movie
answer the question in a peculiar way.
Jesse (Ethan Hawke) and Celine
(Julie Delpy) meet on a train and develop an interest in one another.
'Jesse is an American traveling in
Europe and Celine is a French student
on her way to Paris.
AtJesse'sstop,heconvincesCeline
to come with him to journey through
Vienna. The story is quite simple. The
two roam the streets talking and getting
to know each other a little bit better.
I felt both actors did great job in
making the audience believe that the
two strangers from different cultures
could fall in love.
The main problem with this movie
is in the writing. Writer/Director Richard Linklater, who directed "Dazed
and Confused" and "Slacker", seemed
to lack some action or humor or something to keep the audience from being
lulled to sleep.
The whole movie consists of Jesse

Julie Delpy and Ethan Hawke
Another big problem with the
movie was its slow pace. The
fi1mmovedas fast as a slug on a salt flat
It reminded me a lot of a blind date.
Actually itappears thatsomeone's blind
date was turned into a movie set in

The only part that everyone could
really relate to was when Jesse and
Celine had to part ways. It brought
about some emotion in an otherwise
drab, boring ftlm. Everyone knows
goodbyes are sad, but going on a suc-

ceps. Finally, the hole is made with a
triple groWld surgical needle."
Songer said the procedure is relatively painless-even for the tongue.
"Having my tongue pierced didn 't
hurt at all although I thought it would

cessful blind date is something very
few people can relate to.
On the positive side, Hawke did an
outstanding job in playing the role of
Jesse. Hawke was about as channing as
the role would allow him to be.
Jesse just broke up with his girlfriend and the lovely Celine was getting over a loser.
In speaking about his role in the
movie Hawke stated, ''Everyone has
this misconception ofhow exciting their
life is supposed to be. lf you showed
everyone how mundane all our lives
truly are, then we might be happy when
something interesting does happen."
In the meantime, do we really have
to sit through a day in the life of their
Wlexciting lives. It just isn't something
you'd make a full-lenth movie about
I expected better out of Linklater
after seeing "Dazed and Confused"
and thoroughly enjoying it In that
movie he tells of the lives of teenagers
in the 1970's.
Linklater said, "Before SW1rise" is
something seemingly unrehearsed and
very real. It has the psuedo-documentary, day-in-the-life f~l to it."
The acting was good in this movie,
but since the story line was so dull, I
would advise you to save your money.

\,

be excruciating pain," Songer said.
"However, the tongue does bleed profusely."
Huisinga said there are other adverse effects early on after getting the
tongue pierced.
''For a couple of days the tongue
swells up and you have a hard time

talking and eating," she said.
Having piercings can occasionall~
cause some unique problems. _
"One time at the Olive Garden I go
my fork caught on the barbell in m]
tongue," Renee said. "My boyfriem
had to tug it out"
There are other problems that Cal
arise with rings getting caught 01
clothing.
"One time at Victoria's Secret,'
Renee said, "I was trying on a bra whel
one of the rings got caught. I had to cu
myself out with a pair of scissors."
Huisingasays that right now, busi
ness is good. She said yOWlg wome
compose a majority of the clientele.
"Usually in the Winter time, busi
ness slows down," she said, "but thi
year it hasn't died down at all."
"Mostly college-age girls are ha..
ing it done now," Huisinga said. "Th
nostril and navel' are the most popuh
spots-probably because they are th
most socially acceptable."

by Monica Senecal

Current Chatter photography editor
What do you think about the trend in body
piercingltatooing?
I think it is awful that people get
judged by what they look like. I
mean if they want to pierce what
they want; so be it .
Fernanda Lima
Sophomore
Nursing

The ears and nose being
pierced I could understand, but
the eyebraws, the lips, and the
private JXUts; that's ridiculous.
Sandy Shed
Junior
Nursing

The piercing is really getting a little bizarre..
Saidia Murphy
Junior
Biology/Pre-Med

It's not something I would do, but
everyane h£ls the right to do what

they want to do with themselves
Tony Marzuco
Senior
Biology

r----------------------------------------,

HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

it

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last ·five spot
isn't a friend, an yw ay.

it

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm!'
Then, put yo ur beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare ch ange ."

: - I ,; -

it

Mark up eve ry space'on checks.
Don't leave ro om for someo ne to fi li in their
name and extr a zems.

it

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

it

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless t hey loo k just like you.

I
I
I
I
I
I

~----------------------------------------~
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.Riverwomen finally win, end six-game skid
by Nick Farrel
reporter
Patience, and making 12of42 field
goals from 3-point land were key ingredients Wednesday night as the
Riverwomen snapped a six-game skid
by beating Northwest Missouri State

89..78.
''This was a big pick up for the

team," said Laura Satterfield, who
JB:ed theRiverwomen by nailing seven
3-pointers and finishing with 33 points.
"I average 19 points a game, but
lately have only been hitting five or
six," she said. "It feels good to play like
I should."
Satterlield and the Riverwomen
started out fast. They opened a 21-16
lead with a 9-0 run midway through the
first half. Tough defense and great
rebounding helped the Riverwomen
by cutting down the Bearcats' chances.
Center Jade Tmner used her height
advantage to corral 17 rebounds. Seven
of them were offensive rebounds.
"Jade played real aggressively,"
saidRiverwomenheadcoachJim Coen.
"She made a real difference for us

Field of
reality
by Rob Goedeker
sports editor

fold when they fell behind in the second half," said Northwest Missouri
State head coach Wayne Winstead.
''We came out with a press, but we
didn't match up very well with their 3point shooters. Their hot shooting really motivated them."
. Sloppy'play and turnovers by the
Riverwomen helped the Bearcats take
a 51-46 lead with 11:42 r~aining in
the game. But the Riverwomen kept
their cool, and fought back.
'Weweremore palienton defense,"
said Forward Angie Stubblefield. "I
think that slowed us down and helped
us keep our legs in the second half."
Coen said that team fatigue was not
a factor in this game.
"Satterfield's great shooting took a
lot of work off the rest of the team," he
said.
Whenever the Bearcats tried to
make a move, the Riverwomen answered with a 3-pointer. This set up a
see-saw battle for much of the second
half.
Melissa Yates drilled another 3pointer with 5:40 remaining to give
UM-St Louis a 64-62 lead; a lead
which they never relinquished in
cruising to an impressive victory.
With this victory the Riverwomen
notched their first conference win of
the year. The team felt it was a big
hurdle to clear.
"It was hard to adjust to the losing
streak," Stubblefield said. "It feels really good to get this win."
'We 'rereal optimistic," Coen said.

''With DJ. Martin coming back, i
should help out with the fatigue factor.'
The team's morale is high, butcaI
this victory change the outlook on th<
season?
''We need to take it one day at ~
time, and we need to play well eve£)
time out," Coen said. "Realistically WI
can win six or seven of our next 1:
games."
With injured guard DJ. Martir
back, the Riverwomen hope to gail
momentum for the rest of the season.
"Eight more wins and we're in th<
play-offs," Satterfield said.
The Riverwomen return home tI
face conference foe Missouri Westen
28 at 5:30 p.m.

Jan.

Rlverwomen 89, Bearcats 78
Bearcats
Rasmussen
Ickes
Feaker
Cummings
Coy
Henry
Krohn
Oertel

Min FG 3pt FT Rb
36 6-B 0-0 0-0 9
34 7-130-03-10 7
24 2-B 0-1 0-0 7
39 B-22 0-4 2-2 1
10 2-30-00-0 0
13 0-0 0-0 0-0 3
20 3-140-6 0-0 3
24 5-124-103-3 2

F
4
5
2
2
4
0
2
4

TF
12

17
4
18
4
0
6

Last year was a frustrating season
for the UM-St Louis soccer programs.
inside."
Throughout the season, players and
17
Satterfield's hot 3-point shOOting
coaches complained about the deplorhelped the Riverwomen ltJa41-341ead
ablecondirionsoftheDon Dallas Soccer
Rlverwomen
at the half.
field. In last years Vess/Gaffney's
Min FG 3pt FT Rb F TI
The Second half has been treachClassic, Gannon University head coach
200-10-00-0 2 0 (
Enneiing
erous
ground
for
the
Riverwomen
this
Marco KooIman had two players inSatterfield 3611-22 7-1B 4-5 6 0 3:
jured in the tournament He blamed
photo: Ken Dunkin season. It looked like fatigue had crept
35 5-183-100-1 13 4 1:
Yates
in, as the Bearcats countered with afull
40 5-150-45-6 B 2 1!
Christ
both injuries on the field.
Rlverwomen center Angle Stubblefield lays up the ball In a game court press in the second half.
Stubblefield 38 5-102-64-5 15 3 11
Last semester, I wrote an article
31 4-100-04-4 174 1:
Turner
against Northwest Missouri State. The Rlverwomen won 89-78.
''We were aware that they tend to
(Issue 802) on the soccer field. UM-St
Louis Athletic Director Rich
Meckfessel said that work would begin
by the last soccer game.
Hollowed-upon the st£I)' and asked
ranked sixth in steals with 113. And to top it off,
Meckfessel if action was being taken by Rob Goedeker
she Tanks among the top '10 at UM-St Louis in 3sports
editor
towards improving the conditions of
pointers made with 126.
the field. I'm happy to report that what
Over the years, she developed a strong relaIt was just a year ago that Nancy Hesemann
used to be afield of dreams will now be
tionship with her teammates. It's been tough for
was
a
team
leacteron
the
court
for
the
Riverwomen.
a field of reality.
her to adjust to the changes in the relationship
Riverman assistant coach Gary Now, she leading them from the side lines.
when she became their coa::h.
Hesemann
was
named
assistant
coach
of
the
LeGrand is glad to see the field finally
"Having played with the girls last year, and
Riverwomen
just
before
the
beginning
of
94-95
getting the respect it deserves.
then
trying to step up and be their coaCh, I think
"It looks like it's all goin g to finally basketball season.
it's
a
ham line to draw because I'm friends with
The announcement came as a surprise to
happen," LeGrand said. '"'It looks like
all them," Hesemann said. '1 tbink there is a level
Hesemann.
She
was
planning
on
being
a
student
Rich [Meckfessel] has held to his word,
of respect between us. When it comes down to a
and we're going to have a brand new assistant this season. But former assistant coa:h
situation in a game they'll respect my word. But
Victor
Jordan
resigned
his
position,
and
she
was
field despite the outrageous cost"
then, I can also still be on the same level as them
offered
the
job.
The cost is expected to run over
as far as friends."
Head
coach
Jim
Coen
has
been
impressed
$25,(00. The baseball team had their
Riverwoman guard Laura Satterfield was
infield redone last November, but LI:ie with the job she has been doing.
Hesemann's roommate last season. Satterfield
"It's
been
difficult
for
her,
considering
that
cost was under $lO,COO. Any projecthas a lot of confidence in Hesemann.
over$10,(XX)the University would have she wasn't suppose to be in this position," Coen
"She's really intelligent," Satterfield said.
said. "But overall, she's done a sensational job. "
photo: Ken Dun~
to apply for a bid.
"S he knows what she's doing. Sbe'san excellent
Former
Riverwomen
headcoa:hBobbiMorse
Meckfessel said four companies
assistantcoach. She's aP .E. (Physical education) Rlverwomen assistant coach Nancy Hesemann Is playing a key role on the bench th
bid for the job of renovation. He also is happy to see Hesemann get the job.
season. "She's the rock of the foundation of our team," said guard Nicole Christ,
'1 think this is agreat opportunity for her to get major, so hopefully she'll beal>le to go big time." ,
told me he signed a pmchasing deSatterfield has seen a side ofHesemann that
In practice most coaches stand off to the side does all the coaching on the side, but in the gaml
partment document Wednesday (Jan. her foot in the door as far as coaching is concerned, ..
she never saw as a teammate.
andslx>utinstructions
to the players, but Hesemann 1 can relate with the players because of playi
said
Morse,
who
is
currently
an
assistant
coach
at
18). The document statesUM-StLouis
"It's hard to look at someone when your actually practices with the team in the scrim- with them last year, and now in practice. I just I
UM-Kansas
City.
will accept the lowest bidder.
to be a positive influence on them."
Hesemann completed a sensational career at pJ.ayingwiththemandsaytheyknowwhatthey're mages.
The name of the company has not
doing
by
their
actions
on
the
court,"
Satterfield
According to Riverwoman guard Nic(
''It's
been
working
out
very
well,"
Coen
said
UM-St Louis. She played in 108 garnes, two
been released by the University
said. "But now ,just by listening to her words I've with a smile.
Christ, Hesemann has been a great influence.
seasons
as
a
starter.
She
finished
in
10th
place
on
'The company has to provide a
Hesemann agrees.
the school's all-time scoring list with 940 points, realized, sherea1ly knows what she's doing. 1was
impressed. "
see Hesemann, page
''It's fun for me," she said. "Coach [Coen]
and
placed
third
in
rebounds
with
599.
She
also
see Reality, page 8

Hesemann's hard work pays off

(ioac1ies Comer
Featuring

Nancy Hesemann
Assistant Basketball Coach

Rivermen beat Bearcats by a claw
start MIAA season with 4-1 record
by Ken Dunkin
associate sports editor

The UM-St Louis Rivermen improved
their
Mid-America
my years in Coll~, "
Greatest game I ever played:
Intercollegiate Athletics Association
Personal hero: My si$ter.
Bearing Pittsburg State last year at
conference to 4-1 with a 69-67 victory
One thing I can't stand is: Lazy home. It was their first loss at home in ; over the Northwest Missouri Bearcats.
people.
eight years.
They are quickly approaching the
People who knew 'me.in colMost disappointing game: Last
number one team, Northeast Missouri
lege would say: That I was a hard year at Washbum. We had a chance to
State, which holds a 4-0 record in the
worker and determined to reaehmy beat them with about 30 seconds left
MIAA. Their overall record improved
goals.
.
to 10-5.
in the game. I took a shot and it went
Fantasy: I would like to one day around the rim and fell out
"We didn't play very Well, but you
be a bead collegiate women's bas. My favorite Sport (other than
.have to give Northwest some of the
' by Rob Goedeker
ketball coach.
basketball): F o o t b a l l ' c r e d i t for that, " said head coach Rich
sports editor
Two words that best deScribe
Favorite football. player: Dan
Meckfessel. ''They played hard de"en,0
me:,GOOd sense ofhumor and will- Marino. rm a big Dolphins' fan.
sively, and got on the boards. They
'
Nancy Hesesroolm was a starting .ing to listen.
Favorite Movie: Beaches.
made it very difficult for us. "
, seoiorfortheRiverwomen lastseasoD;,
What IHke best about eoach·
Favorite restaurant: Pasta
The Rivennen had been battling
Asa senior, she led the team in scoring iug:: Being a positive influence on House.
for the lead most of the forth quarter.
, ~'ith, 125 points per ~e:_ She was,
the girls. I like to be the one who can
Favorite fast-food restaurant:
Theywouldgeta small lead, andquickly
. ' given the jOO as: assistant coacb just get them pumped up when they're McDonald's.
lose it Then Eric Bickel pulled down a
' before this season began.
feeoog down. I liketogetthem to see
Favorite childhood memory: My
rebound and put it back up to put the
.
Birtbplaee: St Louis,.Mo.
the positive side of things, rather lastCbristmas together with my sister
Rivennen ahead 67-65.
College~Currently attending UMtfIan the negative.
who passed away a couple of years
Tom Szlanda of the Bearcats
, St. Louis. Working to'WMds a
If I could 'change one thing ago.
quickly scored a basket to tie the game.
I b.achelor's,degree in physical idu~ abootmyself: Myprocrastination;I ' What I want people to remem- After a missed, shot Eric Lytle pulled
proczastinate too much.
, bOD.
her about me: That I could pretty
down a offensive rebound and got
Fa:¥oritei:oRege mem(),ry~A1l the
HObbies: I enjoy all outdoor much handle anything that falls upon
fouled. He had the game in his hands. If
. people I was al>1e to meet throughout activities.
me, and that I could wod;: through it
he hit both shots, the game was out of
the Bearcats hands. He hit both shots in

I.

the clutch spot to help win the game.
"I was tired of messing up, SO 1had
to do something," said Lytle. "1 was
just thinking about hitting the shots. I
thought we were ahead."
Lytle finished the game with 11
points and nine reboundS. Meckfessel
has higher hopes for the newest
Riverman.
"Eric is capable of playing a lot
beuer," said Meckfessel. "Remade the
free'throws that iced the game for us.
There were a lot of things in the game
that he didn't do that we expect he will
do when he becomes more comfortable
with playing."
Jim Robinson had a fabulous game.
He finished withagamehigh22points.
He only took nine shot from the floor.
His four of six three point shooting
effort also led the game.
"I thought Robinson played his
usual solid game," said Meckfessel.
Going into this game one thing the
Rivermen would have to do wa~ to shut
down the Bearcats cen ter Ricky Jolley.
They did, in a way. Jolley finished with
18 points. His shots were not a factor
and he shot a dismal 7 for 15 from the
flOor.
.
"He (Jolley) is a funny player,"
said Meckfessel. ''I'm not sure if we

shuthim down or he shut himselfdov
He didn't score much so I guess we (
a good job. 1 think in the last three
four minutes we did a goodjob on hi
Bickel worked real hard on him."
They won the game, yet Meckfes:
still sees room for improvement
'This night we didn't play we]
Meckfessel said. 'We can playa
beuer."
''Teams that have good sease
win these ~ of games," he said.
Rlvennen 69, Bearcats 67
Rlvennen
Thomas
Lash
Albert
Robinson
Hawthome
Lytle
Bickel
TUcKSon

Min FG 3pt FT Rb
36 5-123-60-24
14 0-0 0-0 O-D 1
28 1-111-74-40
32 7-9 4-6 4-5 4
20 3-100-1 1-25
35 4-100-2 3-5 9
31 2-5 0-03-4 14
4 1-20-00-0 3

Smith
Fidler
Simon
Hoberg
Jones
Szlanda
Jolley
Golden

Min FG 3pt FT Rb
21 3-101-2 3-3 3
26 3-8 1-2 6-6 3
37 1-6 0-2 O-D 1
16 1-20-1 O-D 1
28 2-8 0-1 2-3 3
27 5-120-0 2-2 10
34 7-150-04-412
10 1-30-0 2-4 4
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0
2 I

2
2
2
2

2
2

Bearcats
F
4
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SPOKfS

Hesemann from page 7

ethan hawke

"She's very motivational," Christ
said. "She has the experience from last
year, so she knows the difference between seeing the game from the side
and being on the floor. She's really a
good person for us right now on the
benclL Without her we would be lost
She the rock of the foundation of our
team."

julie delpy

Can the greatest ro man ce of your life
last only o ne nig ht?

BEFORE
,SUNRISE
A Richard Linklater Film

Attend the UM -St. Louis 1995 African American
History Month Observance.
Hear MAYA ANGELOU, internationally
renowned poet, educator, and playwright.
February 28, 1995
7:30 p.rn.
Mark Twain Building
Tickets:
Admission is free, however a ticket of admission
will be required. TIckets will be available on
February 6, and there will be a four ticket limit
Campus ticket sites:
Ward E Barnes Education Library, South Campus
Student Activities Office, 267 University Center
Evening College Office, 324 Lucas Hall
Office of Equal Opportunity, 414 Woods Hall

For the Community:

Reality from page 7
certificate of insurance and a peiforinance bond," Meckfessel said. ''That
Will take a little time, but as soon as the
.wGather is satisfactory for working,
they should g~t started."
When work begins, the soccer field
is going to be entirely regraded, and
new seed will be planted. Meckfessel is
hoping the job will be done around the
first of May so that the seed will have
time to sit and grow.
The news of the field finally getting resurfaced is something the UMSt Louis soccer programs have been
waiting for a long time.
"I feel vITi good about what's going on," said Riverman head coach

Tom Redmonci "It has moved well
beyond any phase that it got to last year.

It's really going to happen."

Mail a self-address, stamped envelope (by Feb. 23)
and a note stating the number of tickets desired· (limit of
4) and a phone number where you can be reached to:

The players are also relieved to see

progress being made. .

AM I PREGNANl'?

University of Missouri-StLouis
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St Louis, MO 63 121

RECEPTION WTI'H MAYAANGELOU
$25 Per Person. Make checks payable to the University
of Missouri-St Louis and include with your ticket
request

L:1mc

WEHRENBERG

DES PERES CINE' 14

1·270 & MANCHESTER RD.

622-49DD

For additional information, call (314) 516-5695.

GALLERIA ~;~

SAINT lOUIS GAllERIA
721-11722

CfO
.

FIND OUT FOR SURE.
CRISIS
. FREE Pregnancy Testing
PREGNANCY . Immediate results
.

CENTER

• Completely confidential

. Call or walk in

725-3150

447-6477

831-6723

227-51l1

950 Francis PI.
CSt Louis)

. 2352 HWY 94
(St Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

Office of
Equal Opportunity

WEHRENBERG

KEllER 8 CINE'
LEIiAYFERRY RD. &MEHLAYE.

field getting done,'" said Riverman forward Todd Rick. "It was so bad last
year."
Riverwoman head coach Ken
Hudson feels that the new fIeld should
help his recruiting.
''Last year, I told everybody that
we were getting a new playing field
and it didn't happen," Hudson said.
"This year, I'll do the same thing because I've got confidence that it will
get done. This is a big plus for the
soccer programs."
LeGrand is happy to see unity in
the Athletic Department
"Even though I spoke out earlier, I
amvery happy that Mr. Meckfessel is
coming through and showing some
support to the soccer program."
As sports editor of The Current, I
think it's great to see people working
together for a common goal.

''I'm really looking forward to the

The Office of Equal Opportunity
414 Woods Hall

STARTS FRIDAY, JANUARY 27th

Now that she has had the opportunitytobeanassistantcoach,Hesemann
has a better idea of what she wants to do
with her education.
"At first I wanted to work with
elementaIy kids," Hesemann said. "I
never experienced working with older
kids, but I think now that's what I want
to do."

24-Ho.ur Phone Service

822-4900

,

•
Time is
Running
Out
LITMAG now accepting
SUBMISSIONS

PH NE PREFIX
FOR UM-S.T. LOUIS!

for the upcoming spring magazine
POETRY - limit 10 poems,

•

1 poem per page, no line limit
SHORT FICTION & ESSAYS
- limit entry to 5 works, no more
than 20 pages per piece,
double spaced

from 553 to 516 as of January 21, 1995. For your
convenience/the last four digits of each extension
remain the same.
The new prefix is part of improvements to the overall

ARTWORK & PHOTOS

campus phone system, which includes more lines for

-10 pieces maximum

incoming and outgoing calls for quicker response time

Written Works:

•

The phone and fax prefix for UM-St. Louis will change

All written entries must be submitted in a 9x12 mailing envelope
in the box outside the English Department office C4th floor Lucas
Hall). Include a cover sheet complete with the following
information: name, address, phone number, student ID number,
and major. This information shou ld only appear on the cover sheet,
not on the manuscript itself. Copyrighted material is ineligible for
submission. Any questions, call Diana Davis 839-5133.
.

Artwork & Photos:
All entries should be handled directly through the art editor, Adam
Brenner, by calling 394-4373 or assistant art director, Cyflthia
Weber at 878-7590.
AU persons whose work is accepted for pUblication will be
notified by mail near the end of February. Nomanuscripfs will
be returned.

DEADLINE: JAN 27, 1995

and better service.

